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1 Motivation 
In later years, there has been extensive research devoted to non parametric regression, largely focused 
on optimal rates of convergence and bandwidth selection in for instance the kernel method or adap-
tive selection of other smoothness measures. This article goes the opposite way by using techniques 
and results from nonparametric regression, in particular spline smoothing, in linear regression. This 
might also be viewed as an attempt to answer the questions: Why and how should shrinkage be 
applied in the linear regression model, or what is the proper extension of Stein's estimator to this 
model? 
Under (weighted) squared error loss and with ellipsoid constraints on the regression coefficients, 
we can compute the minimax estimate of the regression function or the regression coefficients over all 
linear estimators. The corresponding minimax bound is a special case of the lower bound for minimax 
mean integrated squared error incurred when estimating the mean of a continuous-time Gaussian 
process derived by Pinsker (1980). Furthermore, the bound is still attainable asymptotically when 
the size of the parameter space is unknown and must be estimated. 
The minimax linear estimator /3M considered here is a special case of estimators considered in 
Pilz (1986) and also has the same form as the minimax spline in Speckman (1985). We compare 
the minimax linear estimator to ridge and power ridge regression to see how far these estimators are 
from being asymptotically minimax. This generalizes results from Carter, Eagleson and Silverman 
(1992) concerning spline smoothers. We also compare the minimax estimator to ridge regression on 
real data sets, using data driven choices of the shrinkage parameter and show that this adaptive 
procedure is still asymptotically minimax linear. If the errors are normally distributed, the minimax 
linear estimator is asymptotically minimax among all procedures. Hence the adaptive procedure, 
which is completely data-driven, is asymptotically minimax over all estimators in this case. 
Estimating the regression coefficients by adaptive minimax regression is thus a practical method 
with a clear optimality property and a contender to both ridge regression and principal component 
regression in situations involving multicollinearity where the use of the latter methods is usually 
advocated. Asymptotic risk calculations show that the gain in risk ratio compared to ridge regression 
might be infinite for some eigenvalue configurations. The minimax estimator does both shrinkage and 
variable selection on the principal components and so refines the crude 0-1 shrinkage associated with 
principal component regression. Computations on real data sets show that the minmax estimator 
has similar performance to ridge regression but has smaller maximum prediction error. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem and the technical setup. In 
section 3, we state a minimax theorem which solves the problem in a special situation while section 4 
compares power ridge regression and the minimax estimator in terms of asymptotic maximal risk 
ratio. In section 5, we make some observations about the similarity between our treatment of 
the linear regression model and nonparametric regression, in particular spline smoothing. The 
important problem of adaptive choice of smoothing parameter is addressed in section 6, where it is 
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shown that estimating the size of the parameter space by Mallows' CL gives an estimator which is 
asymptotically minimax. Section 7 compares minimax regression and some reasonable contenders 
on four well-studied data sets. Proofs are deferred to the appendix. 
2 The problem 
We consider the familiar regression model 
y=Xf3+s (1) 
nxl nxppxl nxl 
where y is the vector of observations, X is the known design matrix of rank p, f3 is the vector of 
unknown regression coefficients and E is the vector of experimental errors which has mean vector 
zero and covariance matrix cr2 In. Let f-l = X f3. The ordinary, or least squares (and MLE if E is 
N ( 0, cr2 In)) estimator of f3 is 
(2) 
It should be emphasized that everything is considered in terms of deterministic predictors, so the 
assumption throughout is that the design matrix X is fixed. Alternatively, the treatment might 
be conditional on the observed x-values and then all conditions on the design must hold a.s. for 
any sequence x1, x2, ... of predictors. Large amounts of work deal with improving the estimator (2) 
with respect to risk or finding more robust estimators with respect to the multicollinearity problem. 
Some of the techniques developed are ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) and its close 
relative power ridge regression, variable subset selection in various forms, principal components 
regression (Massy, 1965), partial least squares, the nonnegative garotte (Breiman, 1995) and the 
lasso (Tibshirani, 1996). A comparison of all these methods except the lasso and the garotte can be 
found in Frank and Friedman (1993). 
The technical setup is as follows: The loss function is taken to be weighted squared error, 
L(~, {3; A)=(~- f3)'A(~- f3) (3) 
where A is an arbitrary positive definite matrix. In particular, A = X' X gives prediction loss 
L(~,f3;X'X) = IIX~- X/311 2 =liP- f-lll 2. The risk is expected loss, R(~,f3;A) = EL(~,f3;A). We 
consider a restricted parameter space of the form, where B is nonnegative definite, 
e = {f3: f3'Bf3 ~ p}. (4) 
Definition 1 An estimator f3* is said to be minimax (relative to the parameter space 8) if 
i.£!:f sup EL(~, {3; A) = sup EL(f3*, {3; A) 
~ ~E8 ~E8 
and it is said to be minimax linear if the inf is over all linear estimators, z.e. of form Cy for some 
matrix C. 
It is well known that ~LS is minimax if e = RP. 
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3 A minimax linear estimator 
The following theorem solves the minimax problem in canonical form, which means the problem is 
rotated into a coordinate system where all matrices are diagonal, thereby greatly simplifying the 
calculations. Related results can be found in Pinsker (1980) and Pilz (1986). 
Theorem 1 Let z; = dn; + f;, i = 1, ... ,p, where d; > 0, Ef; = 0 and Cov(f;, fj) = 0' 2 0ij· 
Let r = {J: l:::f=1 bn[ :S p} be the parameter space and let L(:Y,I) = l:::f= 1 a;(:Y; -1;) 2 be the loss 
function where a; and b; are all positive. Let C be the class of all p by p matrices and set A = diag(a;) 
and x+ = max(x, 0). Then 
p p 
inf sup E(Cz -1)' A(Cz- 1) 
CEC "YEr 
i~fsupELi'i;(c;z; -1;) 2 = supELa;(c1z; -1;) 2 
, "YEr i=1 "YEr i=1 
p 
0'2 I::a;di 2 (1- h(b;Ja;) 112 )+ (5) 
i=1 
where his determined from I::f=1 bni 2 = p where 1i2 = di 2 0'2 ((a;jb;) 112 jh -1)+· The minimax 
linear estimator is c{z; where ci = (1- h(b;ja;) 112)+fd;. 
Let B = diag(b;) and D = diag(d;). It is easy to see that :y = c*z with components :Y; = c{z; 1s 
the Bayes estimator of 1 for the problem in which f and 1 are independent normal random vectors, 
f""' N(O, 0'2 I) and 1 ""' N(O, I;) where I; = diag("Yi 2) and h is determined from tr(BI;) = p. More 
precisely, :Y = E(!lz] = I;(I;+ 0'2 D-2)- 1 D-1 z. This is closely related to the non parametric minimax 
Bayes estimator in Heckman and Woodroofe (1991). Now we will reformulate this minimax result 
in model (1). Let the singular value decomposition of X be U DV', where U is n x n, iJ is n x p with 
elements d; in position (i, i) where d1 2: d2 2: · · · 2: dp > 0 and zero everywhere else, and U and V 
- - 1/2 
are orthogonal matrices. Now X' X = V D' DV' = V D 2 V' so d; = \ where ,\ are the eigenvalues 
of X' X in decreasing order. Setting z = U'y, 1 = V'{3 and f = U'E transforms (1) to 
z = D 1 + f (6) 
nx1 nxppx1 nx1 
where E f = 0 and Cov( f) = 0'2 In, which is covered by Theorem 1 if the loss and prior restrictions 
transform right. Componentwise, 
z; dn; + f;, i = 1, ... , p 
z; f;, i=p+1, ... ,n 
We need the expressions (J- {3)' A(o- {3) and {3' B{3 to transform to diagonal forms. A sufficient 
condition for this is that X' X, A and B have the same eigenvectors. 
Condition 1 A = V AV' for A diagonal with all elements nonnegative and B 
diagonal with all elements nonnegative. 
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VBV' forB 
Assuming this condition, {3' Bf3 = "'' B'Y and (J- {3)' A(J- {3) = (J- 'Y)' A(J- 'Y) where J = V'J. 
Notice for any k, l we have Ak B 1 = V }lk f3kV' = B1 Ak. 
Definition 2 Let A be a symmetric matrix and let its spectral decomposition be A = PDP' where 
P is orthogonal and D is diagonal. Define A+ = P D+P' where D+ = diag( di V 0). 
With this notation, the minimax estimator in Theorem 1 can be written 
(7) 
where :YLs = (fY b)- 1 D' z. Theorem 1 then translates to 
Corollary 1 For the model (1), if A and B satisfy Condition 1, the minimax linear estimator is 
(8) 
where h is determined from 0"2tr{B(X' x)-1(h- 1 A112 B-1/2 - I)+}= p. 
Notice (I- hB 112A- 112 )+ = 2:*(2:* + (X'X)- 1)-1 where I;*= 0"2(X'x)-1(h-1A112B-112 - I)+. 
Let us review some interesting special cases. 
1. A = I, B = I so 2::f=1 f3[ :S p. The minimax estimator is ~M (1 - h)~Ls where h 
0'2 2::f=1 .Ai 1 /(0'2 2::f=1 .Ai 1 + p) and the minimax risk is 
2 "'p .A -1 
sup EII~M-/3112= ~0' ;---i=l__1i . 
IIJ3II 2 ::;P 0' Li=l \ + p 
2. A =X' X, B =X' X gives estimator of the same form, ~M = (1- h)~LS, but now h 
p0'2 / (p0'2 + p) is different since the loss is IIX ~ - X /311 2 and the minimax risk is 
2 
sup EIIX~M- X/311 2 = p~ p . 
IIXJ3II 2 ::;P pO' + p 
This is the natural setting for the Stein estimator considered by Sclove (1968) in regression, 
~s = (1-0'2 (p-2) IIX~LS II- 2)+~LS. This means estimating the shrinkage factor h by min( (p-
2)0'2/IIX~LsW, 1). Moreover, if p = p*p, then for any p by n matrix C, 
lim inf sup p- 1EIIX(CY- /3)11 2 = 
p--+co C IIXJ3II 2 ::;pp• 
A 0'2p* 
lim sup p- 1EIIXf3M -X/311 2 = 2 *. (9) 
p--+co IIXJ3II 2 ::;PP• 0' + p 
If E"" N(O, 0'2 I), the bound (9) continues to hold if we replace the inf over C by inf over all 
measurable procedures, i.e. linear estimators are asymptotically minimax, see Pinsker (1980). 
From Beran (1995), ~s is asymptotically minimax since for any p* > 0, 
A 0'2p* 
lim sup p- 1 EIIXf3s- X/311 2 = 2 . 
p--+co IIXJ3II 2 ::;pp• 0' + p* 
Thus ~s is an adaptive minimax estimator since it attains the lower minimax bound (9) but 
does not require knowledge of p*. 
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3. A= X' X, B =I gives ~M =(I- h(X'X)- 1 1 2 )+~LS where his found from 
(J'2 l:f=1 .A£ 1(.x;12 /h- 1)+ = p. This is the natural setting for ridge regression. The minimax 
risk is 
p 
sup EIIX~M- X,BII 2 = (J'2 2)1- h(.A;)- 112)+· 
lli311 2 :'0P i=1 
4. A = X' X, B = (X' X) 6 gives ~M = (I- h(X' X)(6 - 1 )1 2 )+~Ls where h is determined from 
(J'2 l:f=1 .Xf-1(.X;61 2+1/ 2 /h- 1)+ = p and the minimax risk is 
p 
sup EIIX~M- X,BII2 = (J'2 2:)1- h.X~o-1)/2))+ 
,6'(X'X)•,e::;p i=1 
This is the natural setting for power ridge regression. 
5. B = diag(O, ... , 0, 1, ... , 1) with k D's and p = 0, i.e. l:f=k+1 1t = 0. Then, for any A 
satisfying condition 1, ci = I{i.:::; k}/A and :Yi = z;/foi{i.:::; k}, which gives ~M equal to 
the principal component regression estimator based on the leading k eigenvalues. 
6. Let aj =f- 0, i'i; = 0, i =f- j. Then cj = (1 + bj(J'2/(p.Xj))- 1.Xj-112, no restrictions on c;, i =f- j. If 
this is to hold for all A of this form (i.e. all A with rank 1), the minimax estimator must have 
this form for all j, or 
in original coordinates. This estimator then minimizes sup ,6' B ,e < P E [a'(~ R- ,B) j2 over all vectors 
a, see Pilz (1986) p.314. 
4 A comparison of ridge regression and the minimax linear 
estimator 
A commonly used procedure for estimating ,B under the assumption ,B' B,B < p is to mm1m1ze 
II y - X ,B 11 2 under the restriction ,B' B ,B .:::; p, leading to the estimator 
( 10) 
where k is determined from ~k_B~R = p. If B = I this is ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard (1970)) 
and if B = (X' X) 6 it is power ridge regression. It is interesting to see how much is lost in terms of 
maximal risk when using ridge og power ridge regression compared to the minimax linear estimator. 
Clearly, the difference in maximal risk will depend on the eigenvalues and their asymptotic behavior. 
For instance, if all eigenvalues are equal, both estimators perform constant shrinkage and have the 
same minimum risk (they are in fact the same procedure). We will restrict attention to A = X' X, 
B = I so L(~' ,B) = IIX ~- X ,BII 2 and the parameter space is e = {,B : l:f=1 ,Bt .:::; p}. Under these 
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assumptions, ridge regression is a natural choice. In canonical coordinates, the ridge and minimax 
linear estimators are 
~tR(k) 
'YM(h) 
(I+ kD2(J-l))- 1'YLs 
(I- hD- 1 )+'YLs, 
where h and k are the smoothing parameters of the procedures and c5 is the power ridge parameter, 
c5 = 0 corresponding to ordinary ridge regression. We know from Theorem 1 that if£ is the class of 
all linear estimators, then 
min max EL(~,/3) =min max EL(~M(h),/3). 
fEC {3' f35,.p h {3' {35,.p 
For fixed (nonrandom) values of the smoothing parameters, both estimators are linear. In canonical 
coordinates, the risk for the linear estimator PL,i = c; z; is 
p p 




Further analysis requires assumptions on the behavior of the eigenvalues to facilitate asymptotic 
approximations (asp-+ oo) of (11). The dimension of the model is thus increasing, and implicitly 
p = p(n) s.t. p(n)-+ oo when n-+ oo. We assume the following holds for the eigenvalues: 
..\; = C' ~ = Ci-d d > 0. 
z 
(12) 
where C = C'p. This general structure of eigenvalues or special cases have been used in other 
analyses of linear regression, e.g. Frank and Friedman (1993). While certainly not covering all cases 
it gives a fairly broad spectrum of different behavior for different values of d. 
Proposition 1 For the minimax linear estimator ~M, we have that the asymptotic minimax risk is 
in the sense that 
max EIIX~M- Xf3W = RM(1 + o(1)) asp-+ oo. f3'{35,.p 
(13) 
Proposition 2 For the power ridge estimator ~R, we have that the asymptotic minimax risk is 
{ 
d 
2 1/d d+1 1 d 
RR = ~ ;d ) p(d + 1)l(c5, d) d+1 Int(c5, d) d+1 c5 < l d(1 - J) > l 
- 2 1 2 (14) 
c5 > l or d(1 - J) < l 2 - 2 
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max EIIX,BR- X,BII = RR(1 + o(1)) asp--+ oo. (3' (3<:,p 
l ( J, d) { 
1-28 
(1-2J)"l=Y ifJ < _21 and d(1- J) > _21 4(1-J) 2 
1 if J = ~ and d > 1. 
Int(J,d)= d(1~J/(d(1~J))r(2 - d(1~J)) = d(1~J) ( 1 - d(1~J))g(J,d) 
where, ift = 1l'/(d(1- J)), 
g(O, d)= { d(1 - J) :::: 1, J :::; 1/2 
1/2 < d(1- J) :::; 1,J:::; 1/2. 
We are now in a position to find the loss of efficiency by using ridge estimators in terms of minimax 
loss. Combining Propositions 1 and 2, we get 
Theorem 2 The limiting ratio asp --+ oo for the minimax risk for power ridge regression compared 
to the minimax linear estimator is 
[Figure 1 about here.] 
if J > ~ or d ( 1 - J) :::; ~ 
if d(1- J) > ~ and J:::; ~· 
Denote the limit of the risk ratios AMRR( J, d) (for Asymptotic Maximum Risk Ratio). In 
particular, for J = 0 and d > 1/2, 
d 
AMRR(O, d)= ~ ( (d + 1~~d + 2)) d+l (4f(1/d)f(2- 1/d)) d~l 
It follows from Theorem 2 that 
lim AMRR( J, d) = 1 and lim AMRR( J, d) = oo 
d-+oo d-+1/(2(1-J)) 
(15) 
We can interpret this as follows. Ridge regression, for any J :S 1/2, becomes better and better with 
larger d, i.e. more and more ill-conditioning, since the ratio between largest and smallest eigenvalue 
is pd. Notice J = 1 corresponds to uniform shrinkage. This estimator has infinite minimax risk 
compared to the minimax estimator for all d > 0 (for d = 0 they are the same, this is not covered by 
Theorem 2). Referring to Figure 1, even though the setup is favorable to ordinary ridge regression 
( J = 0), it is not entirely clear which choice of J gives the overall best performance (in the absence 
of knowledge about d > 0). In fact, the less ill-conditioned the problem is, the smaller J we should 
choose (negative J's are allowed), though J less than about -1/2 is not recommended due to large 
fluctuations in risk ratio. 
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5 An aside on nonparametric regression 
Consider the nonparametric regression model 
Yi = J.li + c; ( i = 1, ... , n) (16) 
where Ec:; = 0, Cov(c:;,cj) = 0'20;,j, JL; = f(x;), where 0 :S x1 < ... < Xn < 1 and the unknown 
function f E Wf[O, 1] where Wf [0, 1] = {f : f has absolutely continuous derivatives f', ... , f(k- 1) 
and f01 f(k) ( x) 2 dx < oo}. The smoothing spline estimate in of f is the solution of the optimization 
problem 
min t(y;- f(x;)) 2 + h { 1 f(k)(x) 2dx 
JEW;[o,1] i=1 Jo (17) 
If we only consider values at the design points, the smoothing spline in is linear in the Yi 's, called the 
natural polynomial spline of degree 2k- 1 with knots at the x;'s and f(k) =: 0 on [0, x1] and [xn, 1]. 
The choice of smoothness measure enables attention to be concentrated on a finite-dimensional 
subspace of Ck[O, 1], since the solution to (17) is a natural polynomial spline of degree 2k- 1 with 
knots at the Xj 's. Let s~ be the n-dimensional space of natural polynomial splines of degree 2k- 1 
with knots at the design points (for details, see Speckman, 1985). There is an orthonormal basis 
(the Demmler-Reinsch basis) { ¢!1, ... , <f!n} for S~ s.t. 
n 1 Z.:: <f!;(xz)<Pi(xz) = O;j and 1 <P?)(x)<PY)(x)dx = O;,jWj 
1=1 0 
(18) 
where 0 = w1 = · · · = wk < wk+1 :S · · · :S Wn. The first k eigenfunctions corresponding to the zero 
eigenvalues span the space of polynomials of order k. From Speckman (1985), eq. (2.5d), 
(19) 
where K is a constant depending on the limiting density of the design points (x;), e.g. K = 1r2k for 
uniform design. 
Let Un be then X n matrix with element (i,j) equal to </!j(x;). Then U~Un =In and IIJ(k)ll 2 = 
2:::7=1 Jlw;, when f = 2:::7=1 h</J; E S~. If we set f)= U~y, j = U~f and f = U~c:, then the model 
(16) is transformed to 
(20) 
or f)= j +fin vector form. Also IIJ(k)ll 2 = f'rtj :S p where 0 = diag(w;). This is the canonical 
form of spline smoothing, and it is very close to the canonical form (6) of linear regression. This 
holds for other bases too provided (18) holds. Clearly the smoothing spline is ij = (1 + hwj )-1f)j, 
while the 'Speckman spline' minimizes max{EIIi- fll 2 ; f'rtj :S p} over all linear estimators i = cf), 
with solution of the form (1 - hw}I 2)+Yj. These procedures are the same as ridge regression and 
minimax regression, respectively, in canonical form with a; = A; and b; = w; A;. Therefore, theory 
for spline smoothing is relevant for linear regression. The differences are that the eigenvalues for 
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the spline smoothing problem are restricted to a particular form whereas they in principle can have 
any form in linear regression. Also, variance estimation is a lot easier in linear regression while least 
squares interpolates the data and hence does not display sufficient smoothness in nonparametric 
regression. 
Carter et al.(1992) compare 'Reinsch' and 'Speckman' splines with respect to asymptotic mini-
max risk when k = 2, and their result agrees with AMRR(O, 4) = (1/4) 115 (457rvl2/128) 415 = 1.083 
since (19) implies d = 4 in Theorem 2 (bj = WjAj = 1 so Aj = 1/wj). In fact, ford= 4 this ratio is 
minimized by 8 = 0.159 giving AMRR(0.159, 4) = 1.073 even though the setup is favorable to ordi-
nary ridge regression. But for other eigenvalue combinations, the ratio compares more unfavorably 
to power ridge regression and might be infinite. 
Propositions 1 and 2 can be used to get both rate and constants for minimax risk in non parametric 
regression, using (n replaces p now) C 1fd = C'1fdn1fd so the rate is n 1/(l+d) (or n-d/(l+d) if we 
normalize risk by n- 1 which is usually done in rate calculations). If the regression function is k 
times continuously differentiable, the appropriate d is 2k. The constant C' = K- 1 will depend on 
the density of the design points. In particular, if the design is uniform C' = 1r- 2k and Proposition 1 
gives 
say. It then follows that 
n 
lim inJ sup n- 1/(2k+1) El.)/(x;)- f(x;)) 2 = 1(k, p, CT) 
n-+co f fEW;[o,1] i=1 
where the inf is over all linear estimators /. From Pinsker (1980), it follows that the asymptotic 
minimax risk continues to hold if the minimum is taken with respect to all estimators, provided the 
c;'s are independent Gaussian, see also Nussbaum (1985). 
Minimax linear estimators constitute an alternative to penalized least squares methods in general. 
For example, Buja et. al. (1989) discuss linear smoothers as solutions to the penalized least squares 
problem (where B is a symmetric matrix) 
IIY- !11 2 + hf' Bf 
where E[ylx] = f(x) and Var(ylx) = CT2 • If inverses exist, the solution is f = (I+ hB)- 1 y = Sy, say. 
Conversely, if S is an arbitrary symmetric matrix with range R(S) and ss- S = S, we can obtain 
f = Sy as a stationary solution of 
Q(f) = IIY- !11 2 + f'(s-- I) 2 J, f E n(s). 
It can be shown that if/= Sy is a symmetric smoother with only non-negative eigenvalues, then f 
is minimax linear over the restricted parameter space f' (I- S) 2 f ::; p for some p ~ 0. For instance, 
an orthogonal projectionS is minimax linear when II (I- S)fll = 0, i.e. f E R(S), while a 'constant 
shrinker' of the formS= ki is minimax under IIJW::; p for some p > 0. 
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6 Adaptive estimators 
The smoothness parameter h in minimax regression is theoretically determined by the size of the 
parameter space p and the variance o-2 , but in practice these are unknown and must be estimated. 
Alternatively, we can view h at a 'meta-parameter' and select h using some of the procedures used 
to determine optimal smoothing in curve estimation, e.g. CV, GCV, CL or other measures. This is 
parallell to the problem of selecting 'optimal' ridge parameter in ridge regression, e.g. Li (1986). This 
section describes estimates of p and <T which make the corresponding ~M asymptotically minimax 
among linear estimators (asp and n- p-+ oo). Let ~(h) = C(h)y be any linear estimator of f3 
where C(h) is a p by n matrix. Then 
R(Cy,f3;A) E( C(h)y- f3)' A( C(h)y- f3) = E[( C(h)y- ~Ls )'A( C(h)y- ~LS )] 
+2o-2tr(A(X' X)- 1 X' C(h)') - o-2tr( (X' X)- 1 A) (21) 
which gives an unbiased risk estimate if o- 2 is known (or replaced by an unbiased estimate independent 
of ~(h)), see Mallows (1973) p.663. Let 
(C(h)y- ~Ls)'A(C(h)y- ~Ls) + 2o-2tr(A(X' X)- 1 X'C(h)') 
p p L ii;(ci (h)z;- z;) 2 + 2o-2 L ii;ci (h) 
i=1 i=1 
where the term independent of h has been dropped and the last line is in terms of the the canonical 
model (6). The CL-estimator is the value of h minimizing CL(h). Li (1986) proved that CL is 
asymptotically optimal for selecting the ridge parameter h in (ordinary) ridge regression, i.e. that 
in probability where h = argminCL(h) provided infh EIIX~R(h)- Xf3W-+ oo as n-+ oo. He also 
proved the same for generalized cross-validation (Golub, Heath and Wahba, 1979) under some addi-
tional assumptions on the eigenvalues. Breiman (1995) uses a method he calls 'the little bootstrap' 
to estimate prediction error. If A = X' X, then for procedures like ridge regression and minimax 
regression, which are based on the same X (i.e. same ..\;) for each value of h, this is the same as 
c£. For the minimax estimator ~M(h), an estimator of his implicitly an estimator of p through 
Theorem 1. Let .:YM(h) = (1- hw;)+'1Ls and assume w; = (b;/ii;) 112 are in increasing order. If the 
minimizing his in [w;\ w;~1), then CL(h) is minimized by h = o- 2 2:::::7=1 a;12bY2 >.;1 I 2:::::7=1 z[b;..\i1. 
The corresponding estimator of p is 
p k 
P = Lbni2 = Lb;..\i1(zf- o-2). 
i=1 i=1 
which uses the unbiased estimator z[ I..\; - o-2 I..\; for 1l if i :S k (and 0 for i > k). 
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Kneip (1994) studied large-sample behavior of estimators selected by Mallows' CL for a large 
class of estimators he called ordered linear smoothers. It suffices to notice that the minimax linear 
estimator is an ordered linear smoother. For large p asymptotics we rescale by p = p*p. The 
asymptotic minimax risk over linear estimators is 
v 2 (A,B,p*,0' 2 ) :=lim inf sup p- 1 E(Cy-{3)'A(Cy-{3) 
p-+co C {3' Bf3'5opp• 
(22) 
This is attained by our estimator tM (h) where h minimizes CL (h) and 0'2 is replaced by the standard 
unbiased estimator. 
Theorem 3 Assume Condition 1 and let { c:;} be iid with E[exp tc: 2 ] < oo for some t > 0 and 
assume infh EIIXtM(h)- Xf311 2 -+ oo when p-+ oo. Let h = argminCL(h) where 0'2 is estimated 
by 8'2 = (n- p)- 1 IIY- xtLsll 2 . Then, for any 0 < p* < oo, ifp-+ oo and n- p-+ oo, 
sup p- 1 Ell X tM(h) - Xf311 2 = v 2 (X' X, B, p*, 0'2)(1 + o(1)). 
{3' B{3'5opp• 
(23) 
Asymptotically, minimax linear risk is attained even though p and 0'2 are unknown and estimation 
of tM is completely data-driven. It seems plausible that the same result holds when h is selected by 
GCV but that remains to be proved. If c:;"' N(O, 0' 2), E[exptc:TJ = (1- 2tj0"2)- 112 for 0:::; t < 0'2 /2. 
In this case, Pinsker (1980) showed that the bound v 2 in (22) continues to hold if the inf over C is 
replaced by inf over all measurable procedures. Therefore, tM(h) is asymptotically minimax over 
all procedures if the errors are Gaussian. 
Example Let A= B =X' X so tM = (1- h)tLs where h = p0'2 j(p0'2 + p). When p and 0'2 are 
unknown, his estimated by minimizing CL(h) = h2 IIXtLsll 2 + 2(1- h)G-2p over hE [0, 1], giving 
h = min(pG-2 /IIXtLsll 2 , 1). The adaptive minimax estimator is tM(h) = (1- pG-2 /IIXtLsW)+tLs 
and its asymptotic risk is v 2(X'X,X'X,p*,0"2 ) = 0" 2 p*j(0"2 + p*), compare (9). 
The special minimax property (9) enjoyed by ts thus generalizes to tM(h) under ellipsoid constraints 
when h is selected by Mallows' CL. In this sense, adaptive minimax estimation is the proper 
generalization of Stein's estimator in regression. 
7 Practical applications and comparison with other methods 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the predictive performance of tM relative to tR, tPc and 
tLs on some real data sets. We use A = X' X and B = I when computing tM and tR· In light 
of the assumption 8 = {{3 : I:f=1 {3[ :S p}, it is natural to rescale to have the design matrix X in 
correlation form. Certainly the prior assumption is unreasonable if the covariates are on different 
scales. The smoothing parameters of the different estimators is estimated by minimizing Mallows' 
c£. 
Each data set is randomly divided into regression and prediction sets of preset sizes, both large. 
The competing estimators and tLs are computed from the regression set and the observed squared 
12 
prediction error, 
PSE(~) = (1/Npred) l)Y;- y;) 2 
pred 
of each estimator on the prediction set is computed. This is done for a large number (1024) of 
randomly chosen splits. This way of illustrating predictive performance on real data sets is also 
found in George and Oman (1996). 
7.1 Cement heat evolution data 
This data set, taken from Hald (1952) p.647, contains observations of the heat evolved (in calories 
per gram of cement) on n = 13 cement samples of different composition. There are p = 4 explanatory 
variables, giving the amount of different chemicals in the cement mix (in percentage of weight). The 
data are highly collinear (condition number 1377). A randomized cross-validation was performed, 
averaging over 1024 random splits with 9 observations in each regression set and the remaining 4 
observations used for prediction. Here, ~PC does not perform well and also occationally gives very 
large observed prediction errors. The estimators ~R and ~M improve substantially on ~LS but ~R 
sometimes has very large prediction error, i.e. heavy right tail. The minimax estimator ~M does 
not suffer from this problem and gives the overall best performance in this example. 
Figure 3 shows the "ridge trace" of the estimators, i.e. the components of ~M(h), ~R(h) and 
~Pc(h) as a function of their smoothing parameters h (the constant term is not shown) computed 
for the full data set. Here, ~PC (h) is the principal component estimator based on the principal 
components whose corresponding singular values d; are greater than h. This puts ~Pc(h) and 
~M(h) on the same scale. Notice that while ~Pc(h) is piecewise constant, ~M(h) is piecewise linear 
with knots at the singular values d;. 
7.2 Car price data 
[Table 1 about here] 
[Figure 2 and figure 3 about here] 
The car price data are the file 'auto' described in Becker et al. (1988) p.644. The dependent variable 
is price and there are p = 11 independent variables for 74 automobiles. The same adjustments as 
in George and Oman (1996) were made, i.e. the observations with missing values are eliminated 
and so is the observation with the highest leverage (nr 73). The dependent variable is converted to 
logarithms. A randomized cross-validation with 1024 replications, 30 observations in the regression 
set and the remaining 35 in the prediction set was carried out. The average predictive mean-squared 
error relative to ~LS can be found in figure 4 and table 2. Here, both ~M and ~R outperform ~PC, 
and ~M has the overall best predictive performance. 
[Table 2 about here] 
[Figure 4 about here] 
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7.3 Highway accident data 
This data set, analyzed by Weisberg (1980), contains observations of the accident rate for 39 sections 
of highway in Minnesota in 1973. There are p = 13 explanatory variables including some indicator 
variables. All datapoints are used, and we take 24 observations for each regression set and the 
remaining 15 for prediction (as in George and Oman, 1996). Figure 5 and table 3 show that ~PC 
has the best overall performance, giving slightly lower prediction errors than ~R and ~M which are 
similar but with ridge a little better. 
[Table 3 about here) 
[Figure 5 about here) 
7.4 Fish Data 
The fish data, taken from Nces (1985), contain observation of 45 samples of rainbow trout. For each 
sample, fat concentration is determined by ordinary laboratory methods. The p = 9 explanatory 
variables are spectral measurements at different wavelengths from a NIR instrument. The last seven 
abnormal observations are not used (their also have the seven highest leverage values), see Nces 
(1985) p.307. The X-matrix is not put in correlation form because the x-variables are already 
on the same scale. The matrix is extremely collinear, with a conditioning number of 4 · 106 . We 
take 20 observations in the regression set and the remaining 18 in the prediction set. Here, all of 
the estimators under consideration have significantly lower prediction errors than ~LS, with ~M 
performing slightly better than ~R· However, ~PC and especially ~R sometimes have very high 
prediction errors, while ~M is never very much worse that ~LS. 
Proofs 
[Table 4 about here) 
[Figure 6 about here) 
Proof of Theorem 1 First we use an argument from Speckman (1985) p.982 to show that the 
minimizing matrix C is diagonal. Let D = diag( d;). 




Jo(C) = m?tX pa;(c;d;- 1) 2 jb; + a-2 L a;cJ = J(diag(C)). 
l~'~P i=l 




l~i~x p[a;(c;;d; -1) 2 + LiiicJ;dJ]/b; +I: a; l:ctj ~ J0 (C) 
- _p jf-i i=1 j=1 
with equality if and only if Cis diagonal. The minimizing C is thus diagonal. Next, 
E(c;z; -1;) 2 = cfCJ2 + i{(d;c;- 1) 2 which is mimimized by c; = dn{ /(CJ 2 + dfll). Thus 
p p 
supinf E L a;(c;z; -!;) 2 =sup L aw21t j(CJ2 + dhl) = v 2 , 
r c; i=1 r i=1 
say. We find v 2 by the method of Lagrange multipliers. The function 
p p 
I: a;CJ 2!t /(CJ 2 + dhl)- h2 2:: bnl 
i=1 i=1 
is maximized at 1i 2 = di 2 CJ2 ((a;jb;) 112 /h -1)+, where his determined from Zf= 1 bni2 = p. Then 
v2 = CJ 2 Zf= 1 ii;di 2 (1- h(b;fa;) 112 )+· Let ci = (1- h(b;fa;) 112)+fd; and observe 
p p p 
sup E L a;(cT Zi -1;) 2 ~ i~fsup E L a;(c;z; -1;) 2 ~sup i~f E L ii;(c;z; -,;) 2 = v2 , (24) 
r i=1 ' r i=1 r ' i=1 
p p p 
sup E L a;(ci z; -,;) 2 
r i=1 
sup I: ,;(h2b; 1\ a;)+ I:aw2di 2 (1- h(b;ja;) 1 1 2 )~ 
r i=1 i=1 
p 
< ph2 + I:a;CJ2 di 2 (1- h(b;fa;) 1 1 2 )~ 
i=1 
p p 
h2 I: b;CJ2di 2 ((a;fb;) 112 fh- 1)+ +I: a;CJ2 d-; 2 (1- h(b;fa;) 1 1 2 )~ 
i=1 i=1 
p 
0" 2 2:: a;d-; 2(1- h(b;ja;) 112 )+ = v 2 (25) 
i=1 
so we have equality throughout in (24) and (25).0 
Proof of Proposition 1 Let k = h112 here. Considering (11), max; (1- c;) 2 .A; = min(k, >.1), recall 
the eigenvalues are in descending order. But the optimal k is smaller that .:\ 1 , otherwise v2 = 0, see 
(25), so we can restrict attention to k :S >.1 . Next, let a= k112C- 112 and 
p p p L ct 2::(1- k1/2 \-1/2)~ ~ 2::(1- aid/2)2 I(idk :S C) 
i=1 
Let (J2C1fdd2 
T1(k) =pk+ (d+2)(d+1)k-1/d 
so RM = mink T1(k). The function f(x) = ax+ bx- 1/d is minimized (for x > 0) at xa 
(adjb)-df(d+ 1), with minimum value f(x 0 ) = a(d + 1)(b/ (ad) )df(d+1). Hence 
- ( (J2c1fdd ) df(d+1) 
RM = p(d + 1)(d + 2) p(d + 1) 
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using a= p and b = (J'2C1fdd2(d + 1)-1(d + 2)-1. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2 We have 
, 2o-1 
2 - 2 /\; max(1 - c;) .A; - k max 6 1 
i i (1 + k.A;- )2 
Let !6(x) = x 26- 1(1 + kx6- 1)- 2 for x 2 0. Then 
{ 
1 (-k-)(26-1)/(1-o) 4(1-6)2 1-26 
maxf6(x) = 1 
X 
00 
when J < 1/2 
when J = 1/2 
when J > 1/2. 
by straightforward calculus. For J < 1/2, the function is maximized at x = (k/(1- 215)) 11(1- 6). 
Therefore, since id jp becomes dense in [0, K] for any finite K asp-too for fixed d > 0, i = 1, ... , p, 
max,;(1- c;) 2.A; = oo when J > 1/2 and otherwise, asp-too, 
m,?x(1 - c; )2 .A; ,...., { k
2 when J = 1/2. 
kt/(t-o) (1- 215)(1- 26)/(1- 6) when J < 1/2. 4(1-6) 2 
Next, let a = kC6- 1 and compute 
p p 100 2.::(1 + k>.f-1)-2 = 2.::(1 + aid(1-6))-2,...., (1 + axd(1-6))-2dx 
i=1 i=1 0 i=1 
= a-1/(d(1-6)) 100 (1 + yd(1-6))-2dy = c1/dk-1/(d(1-6)) Int(J, d) 
when d(1 - J) > 1/2 and infinity otherwise. Let 
for J < 1/2, d(1- J) > 1/2. The special case for J = 1/2 is defined by continuity. Let g(x) = 
ax11(1-o) + bx- 1f(d( 1- 6)) which is maximized at x0 = (b/(ad))d(1- 6)/(d+1) with maximum g(x0) = 
(b/ (ad) )d/(d+1la( d+ 1). This gives the maximum risk formula when a = p(1-J)-2 (1-2J)(l- 2o)/(1- 6) /4 
and b = (J'2C1/d Jnt(J, d). o 
Proof of Theorem 3 Change to canonical form and let J.l.i = Ali and /).;,M = :Yi,MA· 
Recall the parameter space is 8 = p-1 I:;f=1 J.l.tb;j.A;:::; p*. Eq.(1.5) in Kneip (1994) gives 
for a constant d < oo. Now the minimaxity of fJ.M implies that 
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where£ is the class of all linear estimators. Then, asp --7 oo, pv; 2: infh E "'£f=1 (P,;,M(h)- p;) 2 --7 oo 
and hence 
p p 
sup Ep- 1 2)P.;,M(h)- p;) 2 = !n~ sup Ep- 1 l:)P.;- p;) 2 (1 + o(1)) 
!lE8 i=1 I'E !lE8 i=1 
(26) 
for any 0 < p* < oo. The minimax risk is attained by the adaptive minimax estimator where 
h is chosen through Mallows' C£. This is for 0'2 known. However, it continues to hold if er 2 
satisfies Kneip's eq.(6.2) which is trivial if er 2 = erl5 because mean and variance are estimated from 
independent data. Since we need consistent variance estimation, we also need n- p --7 oo as well as 
p --7 00. 0 
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Percentile SM SR SPc 
10% 0.429 0.427 0.615 
25% 0.652 0.688 0.802 
50% 0.871 0.865 0.993 
75% 1.040 1.047 1.158 
90% 1.167 1.355 2.057 
95% 1.267 2.174 3.050 
average 0.847 1.005 1.235 
sd 0.312 0.971 0.979 
Table 1: APSE ratio comparison for cement data 
Percentile SM SR SPc 
10% 0.718 0.732 0.836 
25% 0.786 0.801 0.956 
50% 0.863 0.882 1.000 
75% 0.968 0.972 1.078 
90% 1.110 1.116 1.272 
95% 1.252 1.233 1.469 
average 0.899 0.906 1.040 
sd 0.196 0.172 0.214 
Table 2: APSE ratio comparison for car price data 
Percentile SM SR SPc 
10% 0.239 0.244 0.224 
25% 0.353 0.352 0.325 
50% 0.539 0.524 0.488 
75% 0.749 0.728 0.686 
90% 0.932 0.873 0.845 
95% 1.011 0.950 0.920 
average 0.568 0.545 0.517 
sd 0.269 0.237 0.240 
Table 3: APSE ratio comparison for highway accident data 
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Percentile ~M ~R ~PC 
10% 0.448 0.471 0.542 
25% 0.610 0.622 0.711 
50% 0.784 0.791 0.919 
75% 0.935 0.956 1.009 
90% 1.070 1.129 1.159 
95% 1.156 1.243 1.259 
average 0.771 0.802 0.880 
sd 0.245 0.296 0.260 
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Figure 2: Average prediction squared error ratios for cement data relative to 018. 
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Figure 4: Average prediction squared error ratios for car price data relative to OLS. 
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